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The processing of Natural Language is, at the same time, natural symbolic and naturally 
symbolic and naturally sub-symbolic. It is symbolic because ultimately symbols play a critical 
role. Writing systems, for example, owe their existence to the symbolic nature of language. It is 
also sub-symbolic because of the nature of speech, the fuzziness of concepts, and the high 
degree of parallelism that is difficult to explain as a purely symbolic phenomenon. This report 
details a set of experiments which support the claim that Natural Language can be syntactically 
processed in a robust manner using a connectionist deterministic parser. The... Read complete 
abstract on page 2. 
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Complete Abstract: 
The processing of Natural Language is, at the same time, natural symbolic and naturally symbolic and 
naturally sub-symbolic. It is symbolic because ultimately symbols play a critical role. Writing systems, for 
example, owe their existence to the symbolic nature of language. It is also sub-symbolic because of the 
nature of speech, the fuzziness of concepts, and the high degree of parallelism that is difficult to explain 
as a purely symbolic phenomenon. This report details a set of experiments which support the claim that 
Natural Language can be syntactically processed in a robust manner using a connectionist deterministic 
parser. The model is trained based on a deterministic grammar and tested with sentences which are 
grammatically and ones that ill-formed. Tests are also conducted with sentences containing lexically 
ambiguous items. Some new directions for this work are explored in the final section. The goal of fully 
connectionistic parsing is discussed and a detail plan for its achievements is present. 
































